Make your own Side Cap

1. Print hat onto white paper.
2. Colour in the hat on each page, but on the hatched areas colour on the reverse.
3. Cut around the grey box on each page.
4. Stick the four boxes together on the reverse using tape.
5. Cut around the hat shape along the solid black lines.
6. Fold over both ends/rims of the hat, so all coloured areas are now facing upwards.
7. Make a W-fold in the central part of hat that is diamond shaped, so the centre fold points down and the two outer folds point up.
8. Fold and glue the 8 tabs connected to the hatched area.
9. Stick the hat together using these tabs.
10. You should have 1 tab to glue at the back rim of the hat, and 1 at the front (with buttons) to fold round and glue at the front.
11. Cut out the eagle logo and stick on hat.
12. Optional - attach elastic/string/ribbon to tie around chin.